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Behind the exhibit drapes

The not-so-still
life of Madison Art
Collection curator
Kate Stevens
BY MAR THA BELL GR AHAM

he first thing one notices about
Kate Stevens (’96, ’99M) is that
she is always smiling. The second
thing is that she exudes enthusiasm and boundless energy. Perhaps that’s why she became the perfect complement to a great idea.
The problem with great ideas is that they
have no arms or legs or expertise. That was the
dilemma faced by Madison magazine and JMU
Alumni Relations staff when they concocted
the idea of hosting a curated exhibition of professional alumni photographers to celebrate the
association’s centennial. A great idea, yes; but
where to begin?
Enter Kate Stevens, director of the Madison
Art Collection. Stevens quickly became the resident expert, the adviser and eventually the arms
and legs of Full Frame 100: A Celebration of
Madison Alumni Photographers.
Describing Stevens as “director” of the collection only is a bit misleading; it certainly doesn’t
adequately describe everything that she does.
In addition to the oversight of three major university art collections plus an educational outreach program that delivers art to the local community, Stevens supervises a professional staff and
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‘With Kate Stevens’ talent and energy behind Full Frame
100, the alumni exhibit became more than a photography show. It was an engaging success.’
— S T E V E S M I T H ( ‘ 7 1 , ‘ 7 5 M ) , JMU associate vice president of constituent relations

more than 20 students. Her interns are fully integrated into the workings of JMU’s three major art
collections. They are not just marking time; they
are learning the heart of what makes a museum
tick. Working with Stevens is as rich as it gets.
Over the past year, for instance, art history
major Josh Smead (’12) has been responsible
for cataloging a new Madison collection, the
Lisanby Collection. Alongside Stevens, Smead
has made multiple trips to Los Angeles and New
York to assess, catalogue and explore the newly
acquired collection, which alumna Gladys
Lisanby (’49) and her husband were instrumental in bringing to the university. The Lisanby
Collection comprises the collected artworks and
a lifetime archive reflecting the career of Charles
Lisanby, a legendary pioneer in the worlds of
television and art, and whose protégé was Andy

Warhol. The collection is scheduled to open in
January 2012.
“Working for Dr. Stevens,” Smead says, “has
been the most rewarding and fulfilling portion
of my undergraduate experience. Her forwardthinking guidance has allowed me to have realworld museum experience to prepare me for graduate school and the next step in my career. With
her focus on cutting-edge technology Dr. Stevens
facilitates an environment in which students such as
myself can explore new ways to solve old problems.”
And if the museum and all its parts weren’t
enough, Stevens teaches classes in the ancient
world, Tribal Europe, and virtual worlds as a
faculty member in the School of Art, Design
and Art History. She also speaks to groups
and has developed a virtual campus for JMU
through Second Life, a virtual world.

Kate Stevens, who oversees three JMU art collections, directed
the Full Frame 100 alumni exhibit from conception to engaging success. Below she confers with colleague Cindi Smead.
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Despite her full plate, Stevens enthusias- plans meditation sessions. “I’ve ordered meditically stepped in to become the “face” of tation cushions,” she says, effusively.
Stevens’ embrace of technology makes JMU’s
Full Frame 100, handling many of the tasks
required for acquiring the photographs. She new Skyline Museum not state-of-the-art, but
contacted the photographers and set up a sys- ahead of the curve. The museum’s art features
tem to receive images. Alumni photographers QR tags — those ubiquitous square bar codes
from six decades submitted more than 50 that visitors can access with their smart phones
or iPads to learn more about
works for the show.
the item. Stevens has ordered
On the front end, Stevens
10 iPads that visitors can
wrote and signed contracts
check out. “With these, visiwith the photographers,
tors can use the QR at each
and she made sure that each
display to explore beyond
work’s title and each phowhat hangs on a wall or sits in
tographers’ name was cora display case,” she explains.
rect. She also made all the
The iPads are yet one
arrangements to receive the
more innovation for Stevens’
photographs.
museum. In fact, last sum“Have them sent to me,”
mer, when Melanie Brimhall
Stevens said, as plans were Madison Art Collection Director
Kate Stevens uses her iPad to
(’84), who works closely with
forming for the exhibit.
Stevens as director of educaWorking closely with check a wall display in the new
JMU Skyline Museum.
tion for the MAC, traveled
graphic designer Carolyn Windmiller (’81) and a committee that to the Smithsonian to learn all about iPads and
included staff members from Madison maga- museums and how they work together, it was
zine; the alumni relations staff; and faculty Brimhall who became the teacher. “She ended
members from the Institute of Visual Studies; up teaching them,” Stevens says.
It is one of the rewards of being a museum
the School of Media Arts and Design; and the
School of Art, Design and Art History, Stevens curator on a university campus. “The advancollected the images as they arrived. Some came tage I have,” Stevens says, “is that I have smart
to her framed; more than half, however, came students. The Smithsonian doesn’t have that.”
Stevens makes the most of the talents of
digitally as high-resolution images. Stevens
those around her. One of Stevens’ interns, engiprinted and framed each of these for the show.
The day the exhibit opened, Stevens and neering major Peter Epley (’12), is working on
a cadre of students hung the 55 photographs a special museum application for iPads. As the
along the draped hallway in the Festival Confer- technical specialist for the Charles Lisanby Colence and Student Center — and like a mother lection, Epley has worked with Smead on the
hen, she looked after the photographs as if they iPad application.
Right now, museums don’t have a specific
were her own throughout the weekend.
While all this was going on, Stevens was also application for iPads. “It will be the first,” Steoverseeing the creation — from the ground vens says, with her characteristic smile — but
up — of the Skyline Museum, a new art space certainly not the last innovation in the Madison
tucked into the always-populated Festival. Sky- Art Collection or in Stevens’ Madison galleries.
Her vision is as broad as her enthusiasm: “I
line Museum opened in October, just days after
want it to be more than a museum experience.” M
the Full Frame 100 exhibition closed.
Stevens is excited about the new museum.
✱ Read more on Kate Stevens’ virtual world
Students can bring in a cup of coffee, engage at www.jmu.edu/news/madisonscholar/
in a discussion with a curator, or simply enjoy SecondLife.shtml. See the Madison Art
the offerings that rotate monthly. She also Collection at www.jmu.edu/madisonart

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol35/iss1/21

photographers are interested in. And you should
experiment. Really experiment. College is great for
that. If you mess up, so
what? Everyone messes
up; that’s part of learnArtist Anne
ing. If you don’t push the
boundaries and are always Savedge (’69)
safe, your pictures are going to look that way
— safe and mediocre. When you push the
envelope you’ll end up taking some fantastic
photographs.
Elsby: What’s the most important thing to
remember in the business of photography?
Partlow: As a photojournalist the most
important thing is that you need to photograph an event or scene in a fair and accurate
way. You can capture the emotion of the event
and possibly provoke a response from the
reader. You need to accurately portray and be
fair in your coverage of the event or story.
Elsby: One thing I like
about photography is that
you’re always learning.
What’s the most important
lesson you’ve learned in
your career?
Ted Alvis (’06)

Partlow: Being fair in
your coverage of a story. Tell all sides of the
story. It’s extremely important that you cover
things fairly and are sensitive to the people
that you’re covering.
Jaffe: As a photographer you really have
to put people at ease
within seconds. It’s
the first impression
that makes a difference, whether it’s the
ability to blend in or
to talk about almost
anything. Good phoPhotography profestographers know a
little bit about every- sor Tommy Thompson and Sandra
thing; you just need
Paetow-Saman (‘80).
to have that conversation to put someone at ease. It’s easy to hop
on a plane somewhere for an assignment, but
it’s in that last 10 or 20 feet that you need to
get that moment for a photograph. M
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